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Abstract

We present a simple, practical algorithm for higher-order matching in the context of auto-
matic program transformation. Our algorithm 2nds more matches than the standard second order
matching algorithm of Huet and Lang, but it has an equally simple speci2cation, and it is better
suited to the transformation of programs in modern programming languages such as Haskell or
ML. The algorithm has been implemented as part of the MAG system for transforming functional
programs. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Background and motivation

1.1. Program transformation

Many program transformations are conveniently expressed as higher order rewrite
rules. For example, consider the well-known transformation that turns a tail recursive
function into an imperative loop. The pattern

f x = if p x
then g x
else f (h x)

is rewritten to the term

f x = |[ var r;
r := x;
while ¬(p r) do
r := h r;
r := g r;
return r

]|
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Carefully consider the pattern in this rule: it involves two bound variables, namely f
and x, and three free variables, namely p, g and h. When we match the pattern against
a concrete program, we will have to 2nd instantiations for these three free variables.
Finding such instantiations involves the ‘invention’ of new function de2nitions. For
example, here is the function that sums the digits of a number, in tail recursive form:

sumdigs (x; s) = if x ¡ 10
then s+ x
else sumdigs (x div 10; s+ xmod 10):

Matching this recursive de2nition against the above pattern should result in the substi-
tution:

p (x; s) = x ¡ 10;

g (x; s) = s+ x;

h (x; s) = (x div 10; s+ xmod 10):

This paper is concerned with an algorithm for 2nding such substitutions. Because the
construction of these substitutions involves the synthesis of new functions, it is some-
times called higher-order matching. This contrasts with ordinary 7rst-order matching,
where we only solve for variables of base types such as Int or Bool.

1.2. Higher-order matching

Abstracting from the particular programming language in hand, we are led to consider
the following problem. Given �-expressions P (the pattern) and T (the term), 2nd a
substitution � such that

�P = T:

Here equality is taken modulo renaming (�-conversion), elimination of redundant ab-
stractions (�-conversion), and substitution of arguments for parameters (�-conversion).
A substitution � that satis2es the above equation is said to be a match. Later on, we
shall re2ne the notion of a match.
Unlike ordinary 2rst-order matching, there is no canonical choice for �. For example,

let

P = f x and T = 0:

Possible choices for � include:

f := (�a : a) and x := 0;

f := (�a : 0);

f := (�g : g 0) and x := (�a : a);

f := (�g : g (g 0)) and x := (�a : a);

: : :
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All these matches are incomparable in the sense that they are not substitution instances
of each other.

1.3. Second-order matching

Clearly a potentially in2nite set of matches is undesirable in the context of auto-
matic program transformation. In a trail-blazing paper [14], Huet and Lang suggested
restricting attention to matching of second-order terms.
This is a condition on types: a base type (for example Int) is 7rst order. The order

of a derived type is calculated by adding one to the order of the argument type and
taking the maximum of this value and the order of the result type. So for example
Int→Bool is second order. The order of a term is simply the order of its type.
This simple restriction guarantees that there are only a 2nite number of incomparable

matches. Huet and Lang’s algorithm is the de facto standard for higher order matching
in program transformation. In the example shown above, we have to give simple types
to our variables to apply Huet and Lang’s algorithm, for example

f :: Int → Int and x :: Int:

Now the only matches found are

f := (�a : a) and x := 0;

f := (�a : 0):

Note that we do not apply evaluation rules for constants; so for example

f := (�a : a× a) and x := 0

is not a match. Of course there are other second-order matches, such as

f := (�a : 0) and x := 1;

but all of these are specialisations (substitution instances) of the matches returned by
Huet and Lang’s algorithm. Note that none of the other matches we quoted before
quali2es as second order, because there the variable f has type (Int→ Int)→ Int.
Despite its success, Huet and Lang’s algorithm su/ers from a number of disadvan-

tages:
• The restriction to second-order terms is not reasonable in modern programming lan-
guages that feature functions as 2rst-class values. For example, the fusion transfor-
mation [3] is routinely applied to higher order arguments: implementing that rule
via Huet and Lang’s algorithm would severely limit its use (see Section 5 for an
example).
• Huet and Lang’s algorithm only applies to simply typed terms: it needs to be mod-
i2ed for polymorphically typed terms. For example, if we allowed type variables, it
would be natural to assign the following types in the example above:

f :: �→ Int and x :: �:
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We now have to complicate the de2nition of allowable matches to prevent � being
instantiated to function types such as Int→ Int. (It is not impossible however: in
[17], it is shown how Huet’s higher-order uni2cation algorithm may be adapted to
polymorphic typing. The same techniques apply to matching.)
• The Huet and Lang algorithm requires all terms to be in �-expanded, uncurried form,
which means we are forced to work with typed terms.
The purpose of this paper is to present a new matching algorithm that does not

su/er these drawbacks. In particular, our algorithm shares the property that it returns
a well-de2ned, 2nite set of incomparable matches. It furthermore is guaranteed to give
at least the second-order matches, but possibly more. Finally, its implementation is
simple and eLcient.

2. Preliminaries and speci�cation

We start by introducing some notation, and then pin down the matching problem that
we intend to solve. Users of our algorithm (for instance those who wish to understand
the operation of the MAG system [10]) need to know only about this section of the
paper.

2.1. Expressions

An expression is a constant, a variable, a �-abstraction or an application. There are
two types of variables: bound (“local”) variables and free (“pattern”) variables. We
shall write a; b; c for constants, x; y; z for local variables, p; q; r for pattern variables,
and use capital identi2ers for expressions. Furthermore, function applications are written
F E, and lambda abstractions are written �x : E. As usual, application associates to the
left, so that E1 E2 E3 = (E1 E2)E3.
It is admittedly unattractive to make a notational distinction between local and pattern

variables, but the alternatives (De Bruijn numbering or explicit environments) would
unduly clutter the presentation. In the same vein, we shall ignore all problems involving
renaming and variable capture, implicitly assuming that identi2ers are chosen to be
fresh, or that they are renamed as needed. Equality is modulo renaming of bound
variables. For example, we have the identity

(�x : �y : a x (b x y)) = (�y : �z : a y (b y z)):

Besides renaming, we also consider equality modulo the elimination of superPuous
arguments. The �-conversion rule states that (�x : E x) can be written as E, provided x
is not free in E. An expression of this form is known as an �-redex. We shall write

E1 � E2;

to indicate that E1 and E2 can be converted into each other by repeated application of
�-conversion and renaming. For example,

(�x : �y : a x y) � a;
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but it is not the case that

(�x : �y : a y x) � a:

Since reduction with the �-conversion rule is guaranteed to terminate (the argument
becomes smaller at each step), we have a total function etaNormalise which removes
all �-redexes from its argument. It follows that

E1 � E2 ≡ etaNormalise E1 = etaNormalise E2:

The �-conversion rule states how arguments are substituted for parameters: (�x : E1)E2
is converted to (x := E2)E1. A subexpression of this form is known as a �-redex. The
application of this rule in a left-to-right direction is known as �-reduction. Unlike
�-reduction, repeated application of �-reduction is not guaranteed to terminate.
An expression is said to be normal if it does not contain any �-redex or �-redex as

a subexpression. An expression is closed if all the variables it contains are bound by
an enclosing �-abstraction.
Some readers may 2nd it surprising that we have chosen to work with untyped �-

expressions, instead of committing ourselves to a particular type system. Our response
is that types could be represented explicitly in expressions (as in Girard’s second order
�-calculus, which forms the core language of the Haskell compiler ghc [20]). Our
algorithm can be adapted accordingly to expressions in which types are explicit in
the syntax. However, as with the uni2cation algorithm presented in [16], it does not
depend on a particular typing discipline for its correctness.

2.2. Parallel �-reduction

We now introduce the operation that is the key both to the speci2cation and imple-
mentation of our matching algorithm.
The function step performs a bottom-up sweep of an expression, applying �-reduction

wherever possible. Intuitively, we can think of step as applying one parallel reduction
step to its argument. Formally, step is de2ned by

step c = c;

step x = x;

step p = p;

step (�x : E) = �x : (step E);

step (E1 E2) = case E′
1 of

(�x : B)→ (x := E′
2)B

− → (E′
1 E′

2);
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where

E′
1 = stepE1;

E′
2 = stepE2:

Clearly step always terminates, as it proceeds by recursion on the structure of terms. It
is not quite the same, therefore, as the operation that applies �-reduction exhaustively,
until no more redexes remain. To appreciate the di/erence, consider

step ((�x : �y : a (x b)y) (�z : c z z) d) = a ((�z : c z z); b) d:

It is worthwhile to note that our de2nition of step does not coincide with similar
notions in the literature. A more common approach is to de2ne a parallel reduction step
by underlining all �-redexes in the original term, and reducing all underlined �-redexes.
According to that de2nition, we have for example

((�x : x) (�x : x)) ((�x : x) (�x : x))

→ (�x : x) (�x : x)

→ �x : x:

in two parallel steps. By contrast, with our de2nition of step, we have

step [((�x : x) (�x : x)) ((�x : x) (�x : x))] = �x : x;

in one step. We are grateful to Mike Spivey and Zena Ariola, who independently
pointed out this subtlety.
The operation of step can be a little diLcult to understand. In a certain sense, it

represents an approximation of betanormalise, the function that exhaustively applies
�-reduction: if betanormalise E exists then there exists some positive integer n such
that stepn E= betanormalise E. However it is not always the case that betanormalise E
exists, since in the untyped lambda-calculus, exhaustive �-reduction is not guaranteed
to terminate.
If E does not contain a �-abstraction applied to a term containing another �-abstraction,

then stepE= betanormalise E. In particular, this condition will be satis2ed in a typed
setting by all terms which only contain subterms of second-order or below. This claim
will be further articulated in Section 5, where it is shown that our matching algorithm
returns all second-order matches.

2.3. Substitutions

A substitution is a total function mapping pattern variables to expressions. Substi-
tutions are denoted by Greek identi2ers. We shall sometimes specify a substitution by
listing those assignments to variables that are not the identity. For instance,

� = {p := (a r); q := (�y : b y x)}
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makes the indicated assignments to p and q, but leaves all other variables
unchanged.
Substitutions are applied to expressions in the obvious manner. Composition of sub-

stitutions � and  is de2ned by 2rst applying  and then �:

(� ◦  )E = �( E):

We say that one substitution � is more general than another substitution  if there
exists a third substitution ' such that

 = ' ◦ �:

When � is more general than  , we write �6 . Intuitively, when �6 , the larger
substitution  substitutes for variables that � leaves alone, or it makes more speci2c
substitutions for the same variables. For example, with � as above and  speci2ed by

 = {p := (a (b c)); q := (�y : b y x); r := (b c)};
we have �6 because  = ' ◦ � where

' = {r := (b c)}:
If two substitutions � and  are equally general, they only di/er by renaming: that is,
we can 2nd a substitution ' that only renames variables so that �= ' ◦  .
A substitution is said to be normal if all expressions in its range are normal, and

closed if any variables that it changes are mapped to closed expressions.

2.4. Rules

A rule is a pair of expressions, written (P→T ), where P does not contain any �-
redexes, and T is normal, with all variables in T being local variables, i.e. they occur
under an enclosing �-abstraction. The matching process starts o/ with T closed, but
because it proceeds by structural recursion it can generate new rules which do not have
T closed. In such a rule, a variable is still regarded as being local if it occurred under
an enclosing �-abstraction in the original rule. We call P the pattern and T the term
of the rule. Rules are denoted by variables X , Y and Z . Sets of rules are denoted by
Xs, Ys and Zs.
The measure of a rule is a pair of numbers: the 2rst component is the number

of pattern variables in the pattern, and the second component is the total number of
symbols in the pattern (where the space representing function application is taken to
be a symbol). The measure of a set of rules is de2ned by pairwise summing of the
measures of its elements. When Xs and Ys are sets of rules, we shall write Xs� Ys to
indicate that in the lexicographic comparison of pairs, the measure of Xs is strictly less
than the measure of Ys. Note that � is a well-founded transitive relation. We shall
use this fact to prove termination of our matching algorithm, and also in an inductive
proof about its result.
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A substitution � is said to be pertinent to a rule (P→T ) if all variables it changes
are contained in P. Similarly, a substitution is pertinent to a set of rules if all variables
it changes are contained in the pattern of one of the rules.
A rule (P→T ) is satis7ed by a normal substitution � if

step (�P) � T:

The substitution � is then said to be a one-step match. Note that we take equality not
only modulo renaming, but also modulo �-conversion. A normal substitution satis7es
a set of rules if it satis2es all elements of that set. We write �  X to indicate that �
satis2es a rule X , and also �Xs to indicate that � satis2es a set of rules Xs.
The notion of a one-step match contrasts with that of a general match in that it

restricts the notion of equality somewhat; a normal substitution � is said to be a general
match if betanormalise(�P) � T . For convenience we shall refer to a one-step match
simply as a match.
It is worth noting that if �  Xs and �6 , then   Xs. To see this, suppose

�  P→T and �6 , so that there exists ' such that  = ' ◦�. Then step (�P) � T ,
so step (�P) does not contain any pattern variables. Therefore, any pattern variables
in �P are removed when step is applied. If they are 2rst substituted, this will still
be the case, and so step ('(�P))= step (�P) � T . Therefore   P→T . Clearly this
result can be easily extended to a set of rules.
The application of a substitution to a rule is de2ned by +(P→T )= +P→T (since

T is closed there is no point in applying a substitution to it). The obvious extension
of this de2nition to a set of rules applies.

2.5. Match sets

Let Xs be a set of rules. A match set of Xs is a set M of normal substitutions such
that:
• For all normal �: �  Xs if and only if there exists  ∈M such that  6�.
• For all �1; �2 ∈M: if �16�2, then �1 =�2.
The 2rst condition is a soundness and completeness property. The backwards direction
is soundness; it says that all substitutions in a match set satisfy the rules. The for-
wards implication is completeness; it says that every match is represented. The second
condition states that there are no redundant elements in a match set.
For example, if Xs= {p q→ a}, then

{ {p := (�x : a)};
{p := (�x : x); q := a} }

is a match set.
Note that since

betanormalise ((�f : f a) (�x : x)) = a
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we have that

{p := (�f : f a); q := (�x : x)}
is a general match. However since

step ((�f : f a) (�x : x)) �= a;

it is not a member of the match set.
In general, match sets are unique up to pattern variable renaming, and consequently

we shall speak of the match set of a set of rules.
In the remainder of this paper, we present an algorithm that computes match sets.

Although it is not part of the de2nition, the matches returned by our algorithm are in
fact pertinent to the relevant set of rules. Furthermore, in Section 5 it is shown that
match sets include all second-order matches.

3. Outline of an algorithm

Our matching algorithm operates by progressively breaking down a set of rules
until there are none left to solve. This section does not spell out the algorithm in
full detail. Instead, we outline its structure, and give a speci2cation for the function
resolve that provides the means of breaking down an individual rule. We show that if
that speci2cation is met, the algorithm produces a match set. Then, in the next section,
we set about deriving the function resolve that was left unimplemented.

3.1. Matching

The function matches takes a set of rules and returns a match set. It is de2ned
recursively (using the notation of Haskell [4]):

matches :: [Rule]→ [Subst]

matches [ ] = [idSubst]

matches (X : Xs) = [ (� ◦ +) | (+; Ys)← resolve X;

�← matches (+(Ys++Xs))]:

That is, the empty set of rules has the singleton set containing the identity substitution
as a match set. For a non-empty set of rules (X :Xs), we take the 2rst rule X and break
it down into a (possibly empty) set of smaller rules Ys together with a substitution
+ which makes Ys equivalent to X . We then combine the Ys with Xs, the remainder
of the original rules, apply +, and return the results of a recursive call to matches
combined with +.
The function that breaks up X into smaller rules is called resolve. Readers who are

familiar with the logic programming paradigm will recognise it as being analogous to
the concept of “resolution”.
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Clearly it would be advantageous to arrange the rules in such a manner that we
2rst consider rules where resolve X is small, perhaps only a singleton. There is no
particular reason why we should take the union of Ys and Xs by list concatenation: we
could place ‘cheap’ rules at the front, and ‘expensive’ rules at the back.
We shall not implement

resolve :: Rule→ [(Subst; [Rule])]

as yet, because that involves quite a long and tricky case analysis. Instead, we specify
its behaviour through three properties. Let

[(+0; Ys0); (+1; Ys1); : : : ; (+k ; Ysk)] = resolve X:

We require that
• For all normal substitutions �:

(�  X ) ≡ ∨
i
(�  Ysi ∧ +i6�):

• For all normal substitutions � and indices i and j:

(�  Ysi) ∧ (�  Ysj) ⇒ i = j:

• For each index i, +i is pertinent to X , closed and normal.
• The pattern variables in Ysi are contained in the pattern variables of X .
• For each index i:

Ysi � X:

The 2rst of these is a soundness and completeness condition: it says that all relevant
matches can be reached via resolve, and that resolve stays true to the original set
of rules. The second condition states that resolve should not return any superPuous
results. The third and fourth conditions are technical requirements we need to prove the
non-redundancy of matches. Finally, the last condition states that we make progress by
applying resolve; i.e. that the process of breaking down the set of rules will eventually
terminate.

3.2. Proof of correctness

To prove that matches does indeed return a match set, we have to verify two prop-
erties:
• For each normal substitution �:

(�  X : Xs) ≡ ∃ ∈ matches(X : Xs) :  6�:

• For all normal substitutions � and  :

(�;  ∈ matches(X : Xs) ∧ �6 ) ⇒ (� =  ):
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The 2rst requirement is a soundness and completeness property, while the second asserts
non-redundancy. Let

[(+0; Ys0); (+1; Ys1); : : : ; (+k ; Ysk)] = resolve X:

For soundness and completeness, we proceed by induction on �:
�  X : Xs

≡ {de2nition of  on list of rules}
�  X ∧ �  Xs

≡ {soundness and completeness of resolve}(∨
i
�  Ysi ∧ +i6�

)
∧ �  Xs)

≡ {since (∧) distributes over (∨)}∨
i
(�  Ysi ∧ +i6� ∧ �  Xs)

≡ {de2nition of generality (6)}∨
i
(�  Ysi ∧ (∃' : � = ' ◦ +i) ∧ �  Xs)

≡ {predicate logic}∨
i
(∃' : �  Ysi ∧ � = ' ◦ +i ∧ �  Xs)

≡ {since ' ◦ +i  Xs ≡ '  (+i Xs)}∨
i
(∃' : � = ' ◦ +i ∧ '  (+i Ysi) ∧ '  (+i Xs))

≡ {de2nition of  on list of rules}∨
i
(∃' : � = ' ◦ +i ∧ '  (+i (Ysi++Xs)))

≡ {progress of resolve; Ysi++Xs� (X : Xs); induction}∨
i
(∃' : � = ' ◦ +i ∧ (∃1 ∈ matches (+i (Ysi++Xs)) : 16'))

≡ {predicate logic}∨
i
(∃1 ∈ matches (+i (Ysi++Xs)) : ∃' : � = ' ◦ +i ∧ 16')

≡ {property of generality (6); see below}∨
i
(∃1 ∈ matches (+i (Ysi++Xs)) : 1 ◦ +i6�)

≡ {de2nition of matches; take  = 1 ◦ +i}
∃ ∈ matches (X : Xs) :  6�
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In the penultimate step, we used a property of the generality preorder (6), namely

(∃' : � = ' ◦ + ∧ 16') ≡ 1 ◦ +6�:

The proof of this property is a simple exercise in applying the de2nition of generality,
and we omit details.
It remains to prove non-redundancy of matches Xs. We 2rst prove by induction over

the measure of a rule set that the substitutions returned by matches Xs are closed and
pertinent to Xs. Clearly the identity substitution is closed and pertinent, so the base case
for the empty rule set is satis2ed. For the case of matches (X :Xs), we know that the
substitution + returned by resolve is closed, and pertinent to X , and by the induction
hypothesis � is closed and pertinent to +(Ys++Xs). Since the pattern variables in Ys
are also in X; (� ◦ +) must be closed and pertinent to (X :Xs), thus completing the
proof.
Let us now move on to the proof of non-redundancy, which also proceeds by in-

duction on the measure of a rule set. The base case is trivially satis2ed since we only
return a single substitution for the empty rule set. For matches (X :Xs), let � and
 be elements of matches (X :Xs). Furthermore, assume that �6 . By de2nition of
matches, there are normal substitutions �′ and  ′, and indices i and j such that

� = �′ ◦ +i and  =  ′ ◦ +j;

with (+i; Ysi) and (+j; Ysj) in resolve X . By the soundness of resolve, we have

�  Ysi and   Ysj:

Now because �6 , we have

  Ysi and   Ysj:

It follows that i= j by the non-redundancy of resolve.
Since �6 , there exists ' such that ' ◦ �=  . Therefore, ' ◦ �′ ◦ +i=  ′ ◦ +i. We

know that �′ and  ′ are pertinent to +i(Ys++Xs), so they cannot make any changes to
variables which are changed by +i.
Construct '′ by restricting the domain of ' to variables not changed by +i.

Now consider a pattern variable p. If p is changed by +i, it cannot be changed by
�′;  ′ or '′, and so ('′ ◦�′)p=  ′p. If p is not changed by +i, then +ip=p and so
('′ ◦ �′)p=  ′p.
Therefore '′ ◦ �′ and  ′ are equal on all pattern variables. This equality can be

extended to all terms by structural induction, so '′ ◦ �′=  ′ and thus �′6 ′. By the
induction hypothesis, �′=  ′ and so �=  .

4. Implementing resolve

The function resolve breaks down a rule into smaller rules, recording substitutions
along the way. It does so by syntactic analysis of the shape of the argument rule. In
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all there are seven cases to consider, and these are summarised in the table below. The
intention is that the 2rst applicable clause is applied. The reader is reminded of the
notational distinction we make between variables: x and y represent local variables, a
and b constants, and p a pattern variable.

X resolve X
x → y [(id; [])]; if x = y

[ ]; otherwise
p→ T [(p := T; [])]; if T is closed

[ ]; otherwise
a→ b [(id; [])]; if a = b

[ ]; otherwise
(�x:P)→ (�x:T ) [(id; [P → T ])]
(�x:P)→ T [(id; [P → (T x)])]
(F E)→ T [(id; [(F → T0); (E → T1)]) | (T0 T1) = T ]++

[(id; [(F → T0); (E → T1)]) | (T0; T1)← apps T ]++
[(id; [F → (�x:T )])]; x fresh

P → T [ ]

Let us now examine each of these clauses in turn.
The 2rst clause says that two local variables match only if they are equal.
The second clause says that we can solve a rule (p→T ) where the pattern is a

pattern variable by making an appropriate substitution. Such a substitution can only
be made, however, if T does not contain any local variables occurring without their
enclosing �: since the original term cannot contain any pattern variables, any variables
in T must have been bound in the original term and so the substitution would move
these variables out of scope.
The third clause deals with matching of constants a and b. These only match when

they are equal.
Next, we consider matching of �-abstractions (�x : P) and (�x : T ). Here it is assumed

that the clauses are applied modulo renaming, so that the bound variable on both sides
is the same, namely x. To match the �-abstractions is to match their bodies.
Recall, however, that we took equality in the de2nition of matching not only modulo

renaming, but also modulo �-conversion. We therefore have to cater for the possibility
that the pattern contains a �-abstraction, but the term (which was assumed to be normal)
does not. This is the purpose of the clause for matching (�x : P) against a term T that
is not an abstraction: we simply expand T to (�x : T x) and then apply the previous
clause.
The sixth clause deals with matching where the pattern is an application (F E). This

is by far the most complicated clause, and in fact the only case where resolve may
return a list with more than one element. It subsumes the projection and imitation steps
of Huet’s algorithm; in essence, it attempts to write the term T as an application in
three di/erent ways. The 2rst and simplest way is to leave T unchanged: of course
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this only gives an application if T =T0 T1 (for some T0 and T1) in the 2rst place. If
that condition is satis2ed, we match F against T0, and E against T1.
Another way of writing T as an application is to take (T0; T1) from apps T . This

function returns all pairs of normal expressions (T0; T1) such that:

∃B : ( T0 = �x : B

∧ (x := T1)B = T

∧ x occurs in B; x fresh):

For example, a correct implementation of apps would return

apps (a+ a) = [ (�x : x + x; a)

(�x : x + a; a)

(�x : a+ x; a)

(�x : x; a+ a)

(�x : x a; ((+) a))

(�x : x a a; (+)) ]:

We require that x occurs in B because otherwise the value of T1 would not matter: it
could be absolutely anything. The most general choice for T1 would then be a fresh
free variable – but introducing such a variable would go against our dictum that the
term in a rule must be closed: substitutions are applied to the pattern, but not to the
term. We therefore deal with the case of x not occurring in B separately: in that case,
all we need to do is match F against (�x : T ), and the argument E in the pattern is
ignored.
The 2nal clause in the de2nition of resolve says that if none of the earlier clauses

apply, the pattern does not match the term, and the empty list is returned.
To implement resolve, all that is needed is an e/ective de2nition of apps. The

function apps T can in fact be implemented by abstracting subexpressions from T , in
all possible ways. This is fairly easy to program, and we omit details.

4.1. Proof of correctness

We now turn to a proof of the correctness of resolve. First we examine a way of
simplifying the proof obligations, and then we examine the case of matching against
an application in detail.

4.1.1. Simplifying the proof obligation
It is diLcult to reason in terms of equality modulo �-conversion, so we aim to

eliminate (�) from the de2nition of . Let � be a normal substitution, and P→T a
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rule. First observe that

�  P → T

≡ {de2nition of }
step (�P) � T

≡ {�-conversion; and T normal}
etaNormalise (step (�P)) = T:

Now recall the de2nition of rules, which states that the pattern P should have no �-
redexes, and that the substitution � is required to be normal. It follows that �P has
no �-redexes. On an argument E that has no �-redexes, we have

etaNormalise (stepE) ≡ step′ E;

where step′ is de2ned as follows:

step′ c = c;

step′ x = x;

step′ p = p;

step′ (�x:B) = etaRed (�x:(step′ B));

step′ (E1 E2) = case E′
1 of

(�x:B) → (x := E′
2)B

- → (E′
1 E′

2);

where

E′
1 = step′ E1;

E′
2 = step′ E2:

Here the function etaRed removes top-level �-redexes. This property of step is easily
proved: the only case in which stepE can introduce new �-redexes is when it is
applied to a �-abstraction. If we remove such newly introduced �-redexes, the result
is �-contracted.
In summary, we have argued that

(�  P → T ) ≡ (step′(�P) = T ):

This is the characterisation of  that we shall use below. We stress once more that its
proof depends on the assumption that the substitution � is normal, and the data type
invariant of rules, which states that the pattern P is free of �-redexes, and the term
T is normal. The proof that our algorithm maintains this invariant can be found in an
appendix.
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4.1.2. Matching against an application
To prove that the above implementation of resolve is indeed correct, we need to

verify that each of the four requirements in its speci2cation is satis2ed. Such a proof is
long and tedious, as it involves a case analysis, split into 7 cases for each requirement,
making a total of 28 subproofs. Fortunately most of these are easy, and below we
concentrate on the most diLcult part, namely matching against a pattern that is an
application.
To prove soundness and completeness in this case, we have to show:

�  (F E → T ) ≡ (∃T0; T1 : (T0T1) = T ∧ �  {F → T0; E → T1})
∨ (∃(T0; T1) ∈ apps(T ) : �  {F → T0; E → T1})
∨ (�  {F → �x:T}):

To prove this equivalence, we shall 2rst massage its left-hand side, aiming to separate
the case that T is an application from when it is not:

�  (F E → T )

≡ {de2nition of }
step′(�(F E)) = T

≡ {de2nition of substitution application}
step′((�F) (�E)) = T

≡ {de2nition of step′; let F ′ = step′(�F) and E′ = step′ (�E)}
 case F ′ of
(�x:B) → (x := E′)B
- → F ′ E′


 = T

≡ {semantics of case}
(∃B : F ′ = �x:B ∧ (x := E′)B = T )

∨ (¬(∃B : F ′ = �x:B) ∧ (F ′ E′ = T ))

We continue with the two disjuncts separately. The second disjunct is easy:

¬(∃B : F ′ = �x:B) ∧ (F ′ E′ = T )

≡ {T is normal}
F ′ E′ = T

≡ {de2nition }
∃T0; T1 : T0T1 = T ∧ �  {F → T0; E → T1}

For the other disjunct, we argue

∃B : F ′ = �x:B ∧ (x := E′)B = T

≡ {predicate logic}
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∃B0; B1 : F ′ = �x:B0

∧ B1 = E′

∧ (x := B1)B0 = T

≡ {property of substitution}
(∃B0; B1 : F ′ = �x:B0

∧ B1 = E′

∧ (x := B1)B0 = T
∧ x occurs in B0

∨ F ′ = �x:T )

≡ {de2nitions of F ′; E′; apps and }
∃(T0; T1) ∈ apps T : �  {F → T0; E → T1}

∨ �  (F → �x:T ):

In the forward implication of the last step, we need to know that B1 and �x:B0 are
normal in order to apply the de2nition of apps. Normalness of B1 follows from nor-
malness of T (as B1 is a subexpression of T ). Similarly, normalness of B0 follows
from normalness of T . Because B0 is normal, the abstraction �x:B0 can only fail to be
normal by being an �-redex; but F ′ is not an �-redex (because it results from step′),
and �x:B0 =F ′.
This completes the proof of soundness and completeness, in the case of a pattern

that is an application. In this case, the progress condition is clearly satis2ed since “F”
and “E” together have one less symbol than “F E”, so it remains to prove that

resolve(F E → T ) = [(+0; Ys0); (+1; Ys1); : : : ; (+k ; Ysk)]

does not contain any redundant elements and that the +is are closed and pertinent to
F E→T . Because each of the +i is the identity substitution, they must be closed,
normal and pertinent, and the non-redundancy proof obligation comes down to

�  Ysi ∧ �  Ysj ⇒ i = j:

This implication follows because each Ysi contains a rule whose left-hand side is F :

(F → Ei) ∈ Ysi:

Now observe that

�  Ysi ∧ �  Ysj

⇒ {since (F → Ei) ∈ Ysi}
�  (F → Ei) ∧ �  (F → Ej)

≡ {de2nition of ()}
Ei = step′(�F) = Ej:
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However all the Ei are distinct, so i= j. To see that the Ei are distinct, recall that
there are three cases to consider:

(Ei; Y ) ∈ apps T
or Ej = �x : T where x is fresh
or Ek T1 = T:

To show that these three cases are mutually exclusive, we argue:
i �= j: Note that Ei= �x : Bx for some Bx, with x occurring in Bx. It follows that

Ei= �x : Bx �= �x : T =Ej.
j �= k: If Ej =Ek , we have Ej = �x : T = �x : Ek T1 = �x : (Ej T1). An expression can-

not occur inside itself, so this is a contradiction.
i �= k: If Ei=Ek , then Ei=(�x : Bx)=Ek for some Bx. But this implies that

T =EkT1 = (�x : Bx)T1 contains a �-redex. That contradicts the normalness
of T .

4.2. Necessity of preconditions

Let us now return to the speci2cation of the matching problem, and examine the
preconditions we imposed on the input, namely that the pattern is free of �-redexes,
and that the term is normal. Are these conditions merely to facilitate the above proof,
or does the algorithm go wrong when they are not satis2ed?
Consider the following pattern that contains an �-redex:

P = (�f : (�y : fy)) (�x : 0) 5:

When we apply our algorithm to match this pattern against the term 0, it reports the
identity substitution as a match. But we have

step P = (�x : 0) 5;

which is not equal to 0 under �=�-equality. We conclude that our algorithm is not
sound for patterns that contain �-redexes.
Now consider matching the pattern �x : x against �x : (�y : x y). Here our algorithm

does not 2nd any matches, and yet it is the case that

step (�x : x) = (�x : x) � �x : (�y : x y):

We conclude that our algorithm is not complete for terms that contain �-redexes.
If we match the pattern p 0 against the term (�x : x) 0, the algorithm reports {p :

= (�x : x)}. However, we have

step((�x : x) 0) = 0 �� ((�x : x) 0);

so our algorithm is not sound for terms that contain �-redexes. It follows that all
three components of the precondition are necessary for our algorithm to be sound and
complete.
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5. Inclusion of all second-order matches

As remarked earlier, our algorithm does not depend on a particular typing discipline
for its correctness. However, if we use the simply typed lambda calculus (and run
the algorithm ignoring the type information), the algorithm does return all matches of
second-order or lower, so long as the pattern does not contain any �-redexes. For the
purpose of this section, we regard a substitution as a 2nite set of (variable, term) pairs.
The order of a substitution (or a match) is the maximum of the order of the terms it
contains.
To show that our algorithm returns all matches of second-order or lower, consider a

rule P→E, where P does not contain any �-redexes. (Recall that in a rule, the term
E is always normal and therefore free of �-redexes.) Let � be a match between P and
E:

betanormalise (�P) � E:

Furthermore assume that � does not contain any terms of order greater than 2. We
aim to show that � is in the match set of P→E; the proof is by contradiction.
Suppose that � is not represented in the match set. Then by completeness, we

have step (�P) �� E. Since � is a match and E does not contain any �-redexes,
reduce (�P) � E, and so reduce (step (�P)) �� step (�P). Therefore step (�P)
must contain a �-redex, the left-hand side of which must be of at least second-order
(since a 2rst-order term cannot occur on the left-hand side of a function application).
In fact, more can be said about the orders:

Lemma. If step T contains a �-redex (�x : B) C where �x : B is of order n; then T
contains a �-redex with an (n+ 1)th-order term as the function part.

Proof. From the de2nition of step, either a subterm of step T contains the �-redex
in which case we proceed by induction on the size of step T , or T =T0 T1 where
step T0 = �y : B′; step T1 =C′ and (y :=C′)B′= step T .
If B′ or C′ contain the �-redex, we proceed by induction on the size of step T as

before. Since substitution does not a/ect the order of a lambda term, we can also do
this if B′ contains (�x : B) D as a subterm, where (y :=C′)D=C.
Otherwise, it must be the case that B′ contains a subterm of the form y C, and that

C′= �x : B. Since C′ is a term of order n; T1 must be too. Also since step T0 = �y : B′,
T0 must either be a �-abstraction or it must be a �-redex with a �-abstraction as its
head. In either case, the �-abstraction has a parameter of order n so it must be of order
n+ 1 or greater, and so T contains a (n+ 1)th or higher order term on the left-hand
side of a �-redex, as required.

Returning to our main proof, �P contains a third-order term on the left-hand side of
a �-redex. But since P does not contain any �-redexes, a third-order term must occur
in �, which contradicts the assumption that it is a second-order match. Therefore
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step (�P) � E, and therefore there exists a  in the match set of (P→E) such that
 6�. This completes the proof that our algorithm subsumes second-order matching.
As we stated earlier, our algorithm also returns some matches which have an order

greater than two. We see a rather trivial example of this if we match p (�x : x + 1)
against �x : x+1; we get the match p := �y : y, which is of type (Int→ Int)→ Int→ Int
and therefore a third-order function.
A more practically relevant example comes from using term rewriting to transform

functional programs. The naive quadratic time program for reversing a list can be
expressed as a “fold”:

reverse = foldr (�x : �xs : xs++[x]) [];

foldr (⊕) e [] = e;

foldr (⊕) e (x : xs) = x ⊕ (foldr (⊕) e xs):

We can then de2ne fastrev xs ys= reverse xs ++ys and transform this to a more
eLcient linear time program using the “fold fusion” law:

f ( foldr (⊕) e xs)=foldr (⊗) (f e) xs if �x y : x ⊗ (f y)=�x y : f(x ⊕ y):

Application of this law proceeds as follows. First the left-hand side is matched with
the expanded de2nition of fastrev, giving the substitutions

{f := (++); (⊕) := (�x : �xs : xs++[x]); e := []}:
We apply this substitution to the right-hand side of the side condition, and rewrite it
as far as possible, using the associativity of concatenation. We now need to solve the
rule

�x y : x ⊗ (f y)→ �x y ys : y++(x : ys):

This is where higher-order matching comes in. The de2nition that needs to be generated
is (⊗)= �x : �g : �ys : g (x : ys), which is a third-order function (since g is a function).
We have applied our algorithm to many similar examples with the MAG system [10];
that paper gives a much more detailed account of the way higher-order matching is
applied in the context of program transformation. In particular it shows how the above
transformation can be done without 2rst needing to express reverse as a fold.
Finally, we stress that the algorithm does not 2nd all third-order matches. For exam-

ple, when matching p q against 0, we do not get the match p := �g : g 0; q := �a : a. As
we remarked in the introduction, the set of third-order matches is potentially in2nite.

6. Implementation notes

The above presentation may be clear, but if the algorithm is implemented exactly as
stated, it is rather ineLcient. The call tree of matches contains many paths that end in
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failure, so we need ways of pruning out such unsuccessful paths. In this section, we
describe three ways of achieving that objective. Together, these three techniques yield
a program whose performance is on a par with Huet and Lang’s algorithm.

6.1. Flexible versus non->exible heads

The head of an expression is the 2rst non-application found when following left-hand
branches of applications:

head (F E) = head F;
head E = E if E is not an application:

An expression is said to be >exible if its head is a pattern variable or a �-abstraction.
A rule whose term is a �-abstraction can only be successfully solved if the pattern

is Pexible. In particular, when we match against a pattern (F E), there is no point
in considering all but the 2rst rules returned by resolve, unless the pattern is Pexible.
It follows that the only case where resolve needs to generate multiple results is when
matching against a pattern that is a Pexible application.

6.2. Selection rule

When we presented the algorithm for breaking down sets of rules, we already re-
marked that one can vary the order in which rules are considered. In the light of the
preceding subsection, it makes sense to defer the consideration of hard rules, that is
those whose pattern is a Pexible application. This leads to the following program for
matches:

matches :: [Rule]→ [Subst];

matches [] = [idSubst];

matches (X : Xs) = [(� ◦ +)| (+; Ys)← resolve X;

�← matches (+(Ys1++Xs++Ys0));

(Ys0; Ys1) = partition hard Ys]:

Here the function partition hard Ys partitions its argument list into those that do satisfy
the predicate hard, and those that do not.

6.3. Viability test

A common technique for speeding up traditional, 2rst-order matching algorithms
is to test whether the constants in the pattern also occur in the term before even
attempting to match. In the context of higher-order matching, that does not quite work,
because it can happen that a match actually removes some constants from the pattern,
by substituting a projection function for a Pexible head. Nevertheless, we can identify
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those constants that cannot be removed by any match: we shall call such constants
rigids. Formally the rigids of an expression are de2ned as follows:

rigids c = [c];

rigids x = [];

rigids p = [];

rigids (�x : E) = rigids E;

rigids (E1 E2) = rigids E1++rigids E2; if ¬flexible (head E1)

= []; otherwise:

A match between P and T can only be successful if rigids P is a subsequence of the
constants of T .
A dual condition applies to the bound variables in the term that do not occur under a

binding �: the only way these can be successfully matched is by matching them against
the same bound variables in the pattern. Again, we can only 2nd a match between P
and T if the local variables of T are a subset of the local variables of P.
If both these tests succeed, we say that a rule is viable: we 2lter the result of resolve

to remove all non-viable rules.

6.4. Comparison with Huet and Lang’s algorithm

In preliminary computational experiments, we implemented a version of our algo-
rithm that keeps track of polymorphic types, and we similarly adapted Huet and Lang’s
algorithm to cope with polymorphic typing. Measuring absolute times, Huet and Lang’s
algorithm is usually faster, because it 2nds far less matches. For instance, on the ex-
amples quoted in [9], our algorithm returns about 7 times more matches. When we
measure the average time taken per match, the situation is reversed and our algorithm
beats the particular implementation of Huet and Lang’s algorithm. Because of the pre-
liminary nature of these experiments, and the lack of a solid base of benchmarks, we
cannot draw any 2rm conclusions from these results, except that our algorithm is not
inherently more expensive than existing methods, despite its additional Pexibility. We
hope to report on a more de2nitive comparison in a forthcoming paper that focuses on
implementation aspects.

7. Discussion

Higher-order matching allows many program transformations to be concisely ex-
pressed as rewrite rules. Two examples of systems that have incorporated its use are
KORSO [15] and MAG [10]. The Ergo system is based on higher-order uni2cation
[21]. Despite the conceptual advantages o/ered by higher-order matching, there also
exist very successful transformation systems that do not incorporate its use, for example
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Kids [23] and APTS [19]. There are two signi2cant objections to the use of higher-
order matching. First, even second-order matching is known to be NP-hard [7, 25], so
a truly eLcient implementation is out of the question. Second, higher-order matching
algorithms are restrictive, in particular in the typing discipline that they require. In this
paper, we have demonstrated how that second objection can be eliminated, by giving
an algorithm that operates on untyped terms.
Although there is a clear speci2cation for the set of matches the algorithm returns, it

is sometimes not quite obvious why a particular match was not produced. This contrasts
with Huet and Lang’s algorithm, where the reason for failed matches is crystal clear:
it takes some time to gain an intuition of what the function step does, whereas it
is easy to see whether a function is second-order or not. In our experience with the
MAG system [10] there seem to be a handful of techniques to deal with failed matches
(for instance ‘raising’ a rule by introducing explicit abstractions), so we feel that the
disadvantage is not too serious.
There is a wealth of related work on higher-order matching and uni2cation [5, 7, 11–

13, 16, 18, 24, 25], to name just a few. One important concept identi2ed in some of
these works (in particular [16, 18]) is that of a restricted notion of higher-order pat-
tern. To wit, a restricted pattern is a normal term where every occurrence of a free
function variable is applied to a list of distinct local variables, and nothing else. For
such restricted patterns, much simpler and more eLcient matching and uni2cation al-
gorithms are possible. Our algorithm returns all higher-order matches for rules where
the pattern satis2es the above restriction; in fact there is at most one such match.
We have not yet investigated the eLciency of our algorithm in this important special
case.
There are a number of specialised pattern languages for the purpose of program

inspection and transformation e.g. [1, 2, 8]. Often these do not include higher-order
patterns, and it would be interesting to see what primitives suggested in these languages
can be pro2tably combined with higher-order matching.
The work reported here is part of a larger e/ort to produce a convenient meta-

language for describing transformations in the Intentional Programming (IP) system,
now under development at Microsoft Research [22]. The IP system is an environment
for rapid prototyping of domain-speci2c language constructs and optimising transfor-
mations. For IP to be successful, the speci2cation of new transformations has to be as
painless as possible — we believe that higher-order matching is indispensable from that
perspective. The IP system maintains the program as an abstract syntax tree, where the
only primitive notion is that of binding. Indeed, one can think of IP’s internal repre-
sentation of programs as untyped �-terms, and we have good hopes that our algorithm
can be incorporated in IP.
It remains to be seen whether we can overcome the second objection to higher-

order matching in program transformation, namely its inherent ineLciency. We are
currently investigating to what extent techniques for fast implementation of 2rst-order
matching [6] can be applied here. Preliminary experiments show that the eLciency of
our algorithm is comparable to that of the algorithm by Huet and Lang.
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Appendix A. Veri�cation of the other cases of resolve

In our proof of the correctness of resolve, we left out several “easy” subproofs,
along with the justi2cation that the invariant (that in a rule P→T; P does not contain
any �-redexes and T is normal) is maintained. These are included here for the sake of
completeness.
Note that the non-redundancy condition is trivially satis2ed in all these cases since

they all return at most one result. Similarly in each case it is obvious that the progress
condition is satis2ed. Since we return the identity substitution in all cases except when
matching against a pattern variable, the “closed and pertinent” property is also triv-
ially satis2ed in these cases. We never introduce new pattern variables, so the pattern
variables in the rule sets returned must be in the original rule.

A.1. Matching local variables

To prove soundness and completeness, we argue:

�  x → y

≡ {property of  deduced earlier}
step′(� x) = y

≡ {x is a local variable and cannot be substituted}
step′ x = y

≡ {de2nition of step′}
x = y:

Clearly the invariant is maintained as we do not generate any new rules or bindings.

A.2. Matching against a pattern variable

To prove soundness and completeness, we argue:

�  p→ T
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≡ {property of }
step′(�p) = T

≡ {� is a normal substitution}
�p = T

≡ {property of substitution}
((p := T )6�) ∧ T is closed:

Since T is normal, the invariant is maintained.
Since T is not allowed to contain any pattern variables, and we insist that locals(T )= ∅,

the substitution (p := T ) must be closed and pertinent to (p→T ).

A.3. Matching constants

To prove soundness and completeness, we argue:

�  a→ b

≡ {property of }
step′ (�a) = b

≡ {a is a constant and cannot be substituted}
step′ a = b

≡ {de2nition of step′}
a = b:

Clearly the invariant is maintained as we do not generate any new rules or bindings.

A.4. Matching �-abstractions

To prove soundness and completeness, we argue:

�  (�x : P)→ (�x : T )

≡ {de2nition of }
step (�(�x : P) � �x : T

≡ {property of substitution}
step (�x : (�P)) � �x : T

≡ {de2nition of step}
�x : step (�P) � �x : T

≡ {property of �}
step (�P) � T
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≡ {de2nition of }
�  P → T:

Since �x : P does not contain any �-redexes, neither does P, similarly since �x : T is
normal so is T .

A.5. Matching against a �-abstraction

Let T be a normal expression that is not a �-abstraction. To prove soundness and
completeness, we argue:

�  (�x : P)→ T

≡ {de2nition of }
step (�(�x : P) � T

≡ {property of substitution}
step (�x : (�P)) � T

≡ {de2nition of step}
�x : step (�P) � T

≡ {property of �}
�x : step (�P) � �x : T x

≡ {property of �}
step (�P) � T x

≡ {de2nition of }
�  P → (T x):

Since we know that T is normal and not a �-abstraction, T x is normal. Also �x : P
does not contain any �-redexes, so neither does P.

A.6. Matching against an application

In this case, it only remains to show that the invariant is maintained. Referring to
the de2nition of resolve, we note that since F E does not contain any �-redexes, neither
do F or E. In addition, it follows from the de2nition of apps and the fact that T is
normal that T0 and T1 are always normal.

A.7. Failure to match

�  P → T

≡ {property of }
step′ (�P) = T
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⇒ {de2nition of step′}
(∃c : �P = c ∧ T = c)

∨ (∃x : �P = x ∧ T = x)

∨ (∃B : �P = �x : B)

∨ (∃E1; E2 : �P = E1 E2)

⇒ {property of substitution}
(∃p : P = p)

∨ (∃c : P = c ∧ T = c)

∨ (∃x : P = x ∧ T = x)

∨ (∃B : P = �x : B)

∨ (∃E1; E2 : P = E1 E2):

Since each of these cases has already been covered, we have the completeness property.
Since the set we generate is empty, we automatically have soundness.
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